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Abstract

New particle formation is an important process in the atmosphere. As ions are constantly

produced in the atmosphere, the behaviour and role of charged particles in atmospheric

processes needs to be understood. In order to gain insight on the role of charge in atmospheric

new particle formation, the electron structure of the molecules taking part in this process

needs to be taken into account using quantum chemical methods.

Quantum chemical density functional theory was employed in an effort to reproduce an ex-

perimentally observed sign preference. While computational results on molecular structures

agreed well with results obtained by other groups, the computationally obtained sign prefer-

ence was opposite to the experimentally observed. Possible reasons for this discrepancy were

found in both computational results and experiments.

Simulations of clusters containing water, pyridine, ammonia and a proton were performed

using density functional theory. The clusters were found to form a core consisting of ammo-

nium ion and water with the pyridine molecule bonding to the ammonium ion. However, the

solvation of the ammonium ion was observed to affect the possibility of proton transfer.

Calculations of proton affinities and gas phase basicities of several compounds, which can be

considered as candidates to form atmospheric ions in the boreal forest, were performed. The

generally small differences between the calculated gas phase basicites and proton affinities

implied only small entropy changes in the protonation reaction. Comparison with experiments

resulted in the conclusion that the largest experimentally observed peaks of atmospheric ions

most likely corresponded to pyridine and substituted pyridines. Furthermore, a combination

of low proton affinity and high observed cation concentration was concluded to imply a high

concentration of neutral parent molecules in the atmosphere.

A combination of quantum chemistry and a code for modelling cluster dynamics was employed

to study the use of protonated acetone monomers and dimers as the ionization reagent in a

chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-

TOF). The results showed that the ionization reagents successfully charged dimethylamine

monomers. However, there were discrepancies between the simulated and measured cluster

distributions. Possible reasons for this discrepancy were found in both measurements and

the modelling parameters.

Keywords: Quantum chemistry, computational chemistry, cations, aerosols
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1 Introduction

Climate change and, perhaps more importantly, human influence on the climate has

been under scientific and public discussion for decades. Since the year 1990 the In-

tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has published frequent assessment

reports on global climate change. In the fifth report, whose Work Group I report

was published in 2013 (IPCC, 2013) and Work Group II report was published in 2014

(IPCC, 2014), it was stated that the global mean surface temperatures for the period

2081-2100 may rise 0.3-4.8 ◦C relative to 1986-2005, depending on the emissions. This

does not mean a similar rise in temperature everywhere. Locally the average tempera-

ture may be unchanged, change by more than +4.8 ◦C or even decrease by some amount

- and on top of this figure comes the possible seasonal or monthly variation. While

it is generally accepted that the consequences will present a challenge for humanity,

not all areas will be affected equally. Some areas might benefit from the change, while

others could be rendered unfit for human life. In order to better prepare for the coming

changes, we need to be able to predict as accurately as possible how the climate will

change in different areas.

As climate change depends on various feedback mechanisms and interactions on several

different size and time scales, predicting climate change is a multidisciplinary challenge

of a notably large scale. However, the basic principles governing the Earth’s temper-

ature are quite simple. Since the heat flux from the Earth’s core (averaged over the

surface of the Earth) is ∼ 0.1 W/m2 (Gando et al., 2011), and since the heat flux from

the Sun (averaged over the surface of the Earth) is ∼ 340 W/m2 at the top of the

atmosphere (Kopp and Lean, 2011), the former can be ignored as an energy source. In

addition to the the Sun as an energy source, there is the surface of the Earth, which

can reflect electromagnetic radiation coming from the sun or absorb it, and there is

the atmosphere, which can also reflect or absorb electromagnetic radiation coming

from the sun (as well as infrared radiation emitted by the Earth itself). If the energy

absorbed is larger than the net energy radiated and reflected into space, the global

average temperature eventually increases. It is worth mentioning that nearly all of the

energy produced by mankind ends up heating the atmosphere. Locally this effect on

the radiative forcing may be even 0.68 W/m2 (Flanner, 2009), which is nearly an order

of magnitude larger than the average heat flux from the Earth’s core. However, since

the global average is only 0.028 W/m2, this effect can - at least for the moment - be

largely neglected as well. Since the Sun is beyond human influence, the only ways to
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change the radiative balance is to change the atmosphere and the surface of the Earth.

In fact, mankind has been changing them since the dawn of civilization, through e.g.

land usage, mining and biomass burning (Ruddiman and Thomson, 2011). The actual

magnitude of this influence has been the topic of debate for a long time, dating back

to at least the year 1896 (Arrhenius, 1896). While it is true that some of the climate

change is due to natural variation, the fifth IPCC report states that human influence

on the climate change is not only clear, but it is also the dominant reason for the global

warming observed between the years 1951-2010.

The IPCC report on climate change also lists the components of radiative forcing,

level of scientific understanding and uncertainty of these different components. One

of the few components estimated to have a net cooling effect on the radiative forcing

is called ”Aerosols and precursors”. The net effect of atmospheric aerosols on the

radiative forcing is a combination of cooling and warming processes (see for example

Haywood and Boucher, 2000, and references therein). The cooling effect is based on

the aerosol particles’ ability to both scatter light, which is called the direct effect, and

to function as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), which is referred to as the indirect

effect. The indirect effect can be further broken down into several factors: because

the amount of water available for condensation stays the same, the amount of CCN

affects the size of the cloud droplets, which affects the lifetime of the clouds as well as

their optical properties - which in turn determine the effect on the Earth’s albedo. The

more cloud droplets, the whiter the clouds are and the longer they prevail, and thus the

larger the cooling effect. The warming effect is based on the absorption properties of

atmospheric aerosol particles, which in turn can lead to the heating of the air around

them. For example, soot particles absorb long-wavelength radiation much the same

way as greenhouse gases (see for example Jacobson, 2004, and references therein).

This absorption can apply to long-wavelength radiation coming to the Earth from the

Sun, or the radiation that is emitted by Earth itself. The uncertainty related to the

effect of atmospheric aerosol particles and their precursors, as well as the uncertainty

related to the effect of cloud adjustments due to aerosol particles, is larger than the

uncertainties related to any other drivers in climate change. This makes aerosol related

effects the biggest contributor to the uncertainty in the total radiative forcing.
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1.1 Aerosol particles and condensing vapours

By definition, an aerosol is a system of liquid or solid particles suspended in a gas, such

as air. The size of the aerosol particles ranges roughly from 1 nm to 100 micrometers.

Figure 1 shows a simplified picture of some of the sources of aerosol particles. These

sources can be categorized in two different ways: anthropogenic or natural, and primary

or secondary (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Anthropogenic aerosol particles are produced

by human activity such as mining, traffic or industry, whereas natural sources include

volcanoes, wind picking up dust and sea spray from waves breaking against the shore.

Primary aerosol particles, such as Saharan dust, enter the atmosphere as is, whereas

secondary aerosol particles are formed in the atmosphere from ambient vapors, such

as organic compounds released by vegetation (Slowik et al. 2010). In the past it was

thought that the majority of aerosol particles consisted of primary particles, but recent

studies suggest that the majority may actually be secondary in nature, depending on

the geographical location as well as the atmospheric layer in question (Merikanto et al.,

2009, Crippa et al., 2013). This makes particle formation one of the most important

processes in the atmosphere (Kulmala et al., 2013).

There are several gas-phase substances in the atmosphere that take part in atmospheric

particle formation, although only some of these are relevant to the work presented in

this thesis. In addition, since Paper III contains tens of molecule species with possible

atmospheric relevance, only a few substances will be explicitly mentioned here, namely

water, sulphuric acid, pyridine, ammonia, dimethylamine and tungsten oxide. Water

vapour is the dominant greenhouse gas and it is abundant in the atmosphere. Even

though there is considerable variability in concentrations depending on location, atmo-

spheric layer and ambient temperature (Held and Soden 2000), it is thus likely present

in many particle formation reactions. Although the role of water vapour depends on the

reaction, it has been linked for example with the formation of sulphuric acid particles.

Sulphuric acid, in turn, has been observed to play an important role in atmospheric

new particle formation (see Sipilä et al. 2010, and references therein). Pyridine and

ammonia are also atmospherically relevant: ammonia is the most abundant gas-phase

base in the atmosphere and plays a significant role in atmospheric chemistry (Bouwman

et al., 1997), while pyridine containing positive clusters can dominate the positive ion

composition (Beig and Brasseur, 2000, Ehn et al., 2010). These two substances were

studied in Paper II. Amines play a similar role in the atmosphere as ammonia, and
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Figure 1: Some of the sources of primary and secondary aerosol particles.

dimethylamine - encountered in Paper IV - is one of the most abundant atmopsheric

amines (Ge et al. 2011). In addition to these atmospherically relevant substances, also

tungsten oxide molecules were studied (Paper I). While tungsten oxide molecules are

likely not present in the atmosphere in meaningful quantities, tungsten oxide genera-

tors provide experimentalists a way to generate monodispersed nanoparticles. Thus,

they bear importance for atmospheric science itself.

In addition to playing an important role in the atmosphere, atmospheric aerosol par-

ticles also play a role in our day to day lives. Those familiar with smog will know

how aerosol particles can affect visibility, and although decreased visibility may often

be experienced as a mere nuisance, it can also increase the risk of traffic accidents

and hinder air and sea traffic. Atmospheric aerosol particles also have health effects.

They have been linked with, for example, respiratory diseases and low birthweight

(Raaschou-Nielsen et al., 2013, Pedersen et al., 2013). Furthermore, the World Health

Organization (WHO) has linked air pollution to roughly 7 million premature deaths

in 2012, making air pollution the single biggest environmental health risk in the world

(WHO, 2014). Due to the health effects, there is a need to quantify and limit particle
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emissions. There are two common air quality standards, the PM-10 and the PM-2.5,

which measure the total particulate mass of particles with a diameter of less than

10 micrometers and less than 2.5 micrometers, respectively. These standards can be

used as simple indicators by which the average citizen can assess the risk of health

effects. However, discussion is still ongoing which particles harm our health the most

(see for example Kreyling et al., 2006 and references therein). It has been suggested

that smaller particles penetrate deeper into our respiratory system and even beyond

to blood vessels, thus being more harmful than bigger ones. On the other hand, the

chemical composition of the particles also plays a role, and since bigger particles can

carry more pollutants into our system, they may end up being more harmful than

smaller ones. Understanding the way aerosol particles travel in our respiratory system

also has importance in the design of inhalators and, by extension, the treatment of

diseases such as asthma.

1.2 Electric charge and new particle formation

The study of atmospheric particle formation is the study of the processes and sub-

stances that play a role in cluster formation and growth in atmospheric conditions. In

this work, the focus will be on cluster formation. Its first steps, often referred to as

nucleation, happen at the molecular level. Advances in experimental methods, such as

the development of the atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer

(APi-TOF, Junninen et al., 2010), have pushed detection limits of particles down to

about 1 nm. However, direct experimental observation of the formation process itself

remains practically impossible, especially if the forming clusters are electrically neutral.

This is because electric fields can be used to manipulate the trajectories of ions and

electric charges can be measured in small quantities, making charged clusters much

easier to detect and characterize than electrically neutral clusters. Thus, electrically

neutral samples are often charged to push the limits of measurements further down the

size scale. Charging the sample may also be necessary to make detection possible in

the first place. For example the aforementioned APi-TOF consists of an APi, which

guides sampled ions from atmospheric pressure to the near-vacuum pressure TOF, and

the TOF, which measures the ratio of mass and charge of the ion. Thus, the APi-TOF

can only measures ions and if the sample is initially electrically neutral, it must be

charged before it enters the APi. The problem this presents - and not just for the

APi-TOF - is that the addition of charge, and the way it is added, may change the
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composition and other properties of the sample.

Computer simulations do not have the same limitations as experimental methods, and

can be used to model even the smallest of molecular clusters and their formation.

Instead, there are limitations in computational resources as well as practical challenges

in modelling molecular clusters containing either a large number of electrons, a large

number of molecules or both. Because of this, two types of gaps between experiments

and modelling can be identified: either the modelled system or reaction is such that

it can not (as yet) be directly measured, or the experimentally observed system is too

large to be modelled with sufficient accuracy. In the past there has in practice been little

overlap between the regimes of computational modelling and experimental observation.

However, the lowering of the experimental detection limits of particles and the increase

in computational power, as well as the discovery of more efficient ways of getting

accurate results, mean that the gaps are closing. As an example of this development,

recent studies have proved the worth of quantum chemical methods in studying new

particle formation (Almeida et al., 2013). However, when dealing with clusters with a

large amount of molecules, the practical challenges related to finding the best way of

arranging those molecules - in other words, the cluster geometry that minimizes the

energy of the cluster - largely remain. As yet, a reliable and systematic method for

finding this so called global minimum geometry amongst all possible geometries does

not exist.

As was mentioned earlier, the electric charge of a cluster means it is easier to measure

experimentally. Electric charge also plays a role in atmospheric new particle formation

since ions are constantly produced in the atmosphere, mainly by galactic cosmic rays

and background radiation (caused by for example radon). As the charging state of

a molecule affects its chemical properties, the role these ions play in the chemical

reactions related to new particle formation may differ greatly from the role of the

original neutral molecule. Charge can also transfer from one molecule to another, or

from a molecule to a cluster, which means it can play a role in a chain of chemical

reactions, such as the catalytic oxidation of SO2 (see Bork et al. 2013, and references

therein). While experimental observation of, for example, a proton transfer reaction -

where a proton is transferred from a molecule to either another molecule or a cluster -

is difficult, computational methods allow us to study these kinds of reactions in detail.

They also make it possible to accurately determine, for example, electron and proton

affinities of molecules - the molecules’ ”willingness” to accept an electron or a proton,
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respectively. Thus, by performing simulations on charged systems we are able to obtain

information on how the presence of an electric charge affects atmospheric chemistry.

In addition, simulations can also provide insight on the chemistry that happens inside

measurement devices. If the measurement sample is charged, the charging may be

done using corona discharge, ionizing radiation or chemical ionization (CI). In chemi-

cal ionization, ions are first generated separately and then mixed with the sample flow

in the charger. The sample flow goes through the charger and the mixing happens in

the beginning of the charger. Thus, the time the sample spends in the charger - which

depends on the speed of the flow and the size of the charger - is the duration of the

charging process. The idea is to choose the ion species so that it will donate its charge

only those molecules in the sample that are the subject of interest. For example in the

CI-APi-TOF case studied in Paper IV the ions were protonated acetone monomers

and dimers (in other words, acetone monomers and dimers with an added proton). The

reason acetone was chosen to be the ionization reagent, was its high proton affinity.

Since proton transfer is likely to happen only from a molecule with a lower proton

affinity to a molecule with a higher proton affinity, these so called charger ions could

then be used to selectively charge high proton affinity base molecules such as dimethy-

lamine, as well as clusters containing such molecules. In addition, when employing CI,

it is important to produce a high enough concentration of the charger ions so that they

are not significantly depleted during the charging process, as this will have a negative

effect on the charging efficiency. A poor charging efficiency would in turn lead to a

situation where a significant fraction of the substance that is being measured would

not be detected. Simulations enable us to study the charging process itself and give

insight on how and if the charge is - in theory - transferred to the sample and whether

the ion-molecule collisions will also result in clustering. Comparison with experimental

results will then show whether theory and practice agree. If discrepancies are found,

they can reveal previously unknown issues in either measurements, simulations or both.

The formation and effects of aerosol particles is shown schematically in Figure 2. The

figure does not, however, give a comprehensive picture of the field of aerosol study as

the study of aerosols encompasses everything from the formation of nanometer-sized

molecular clusters to global climate (Kurtén et al., 2008, Stevens et al., 2013), and its

applications range from administering drugs via the respiratory system to predicting

future weather patterns; from designing particle filters for cars to protecting troops

from biological weapons. It is a field of vast importance and complexity. It is also
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clear that the uncertainties related to the effects of atmospheric aerosols are not eas-

ily solved. Even though the fifth IPCC report shows that scientific understanding of

atmospheric aerosols has grown since the last report, there is still a lot of work to be

done due to local and seasonal variations in the sinks and sources of primary particles

and precursor vapors for secondary particles as well as the atmospheric conditions. In

addition, the interactions between, for example, the atmosphere, the cryosphere and

the biosphere also depend on the season and the specific local ecosystem; there are

direct couplings and feedback effects. For global models, this becomes a problem, since

computational resources limit the amount of processes we can explicitly include in the

model. For molecular modelling, the problem is the vast amount of molecular species

that should be modelled. The key is to try to identify the most important factors in

the various processes with the help of experiments and thus narrow down the problem.

Figure 2: A rough schematic of the formation and effects of aerosol particles.
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The main objectives of this thesis are:

1. To describe computational challenges in closing the gap between experiments and

theoretical simulations on atmospherically relevant molecular clusters.

2. To study the role and behavior of charge in atmospheric new particle formation.

3. To use computational methods to provide insight on the processes taking place

within a chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spec-

trometer and to interpret experimental results.
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2 Nucleation

Nucleation is a concept that is fundamental for new particle formation. It is the on-

set of a phase transition, thus governing the first steps of particle formation, and it

can be divided into two categories: homogeneous and heterogeneous (see for example

Vehkamäki, 2006). In homogeneous nucleation, a supersaturated vapor starts to con-

dense by itself, for example water droplets start to form from water vapor (although

this will not happen in atmospheric conditions). In heterogeneous nucleation, a su-

persaturated vapor starts to condense onto a substrate, which can be anything from a

macroscopic surface to a pre-existing aerosol particle, such as a nanometer-sized salt

crystal or a molecular cluster.

As microscopic embryos of a new phase are born within the pre-existing phase, some

energy is needed to form the interface between these two phases. For example, when

water droplets are formed in air, some energy, characterized by surface tension, is

needed for the formation of the liquid surface. This means there is an energy barrier

which needs to be overcome. Drawn as a function of the amount of molecules in the

nucleating cluster, the energy barrier for one-component nucleation without any electric

charge is qualitatively depicted in Figure 3.

The cluster size corresponding to the highest point of the barrier is known as the

critical cluster. For clusters smaller than the critical cluster size, evaporation is more

favorable than growth. This means that, on average, molecules are evaporated from

the cluster at a higher rate than they are added. Thus, growth, or going ”uphill” along

the energy barrier, is an improbable event, where new molecules - or clusters below

the critical size - attach themselves to a cluster at a higher rate than molecules are

evaporated from the cluster. This is the process of nucleation. For clusters larger than

the critical size, growth is favorable, making the clusters stable in the sense that they

will unlikely evaporate back into single molecules (although there is still some non-zero

probability for evaporation). When evaporation becomes negligible, the process of

growth is called condensation. In heterogeneous nucleation, the substrate will replace

part of the droplet surface, leading to a smaller surface energy, and thus a lower energy

barrier.

Atmospheric particle formation has been traditionally considered to happen by nucle-

ation and subsequent growth. However, to be exact, the particle formation can also be

barrierless (Figure 4). This means that every step in the process is energetically favor-
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able. As the nucleation process takes the cluster initially in an energetically unfavorable

direction, a barrierless reaction does not strictly speaking fall under the category nu-

cleation. It is currently not clear which process, nucleation or barrierless formation,

governs atmospheric particle formation or if both processes play an important role.

Figure 3: The formation free energy (∆G) of a one-component system without electric

charge as a function of number of molecules (N) in the cluster. The number of molecules

in the so-called critical cluster is marked as N∗.

It should be noted that while the curves in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are smooth, in reality

the addition of a molecule may not always be energetically favourable even when the

growth happens via condensation. Instead, a cluster with a certain number of molecules

may be slightly more stable than a cluster with one molecule more or one molecule

less. The number of molecules in such a cluster is called a magic number, referring to

the fact that the extra stability is anomalous and usually not very well understood.

The traditional theoretical framework for nucleation and growth is known as classical

nucleation theory (CNT, see Volmer and Weber, 1925, Farkas, 1927, Becker and Döring,

1935, and Zeldovich, 1942). It has had some success in describing the growth of particles

in certain conditions, but fails in predicting the onset pressure for simple substances

(see for example Merikanto et al., 2007). One of the main criticisms directed at CNT

is that it uses bulk liquid properties to describe liquid droplets also in their earliest

stages, when the cluster may consist of only a few molecules. This can easily lead
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to errors, since during these earliest steps of nucleation concepts such as density or

surface tension are not well defined. Furthermore, classical physics in general may not

be suitable to describe systems of this size, since for a system consisting of only a

handful of molecules, quantum physical phenomena (such as tunneling) may become

important.

Figure 4: The formation free energy (∆G) of a one-component system without electric

charge as a function of number of molecules (N) in the cluster for the barrierless

case. The absence of a free energy barrier means the ”critical cluster” is effectively the

monomer.

2.1 Ion-induced nucleation

Ion-induced nucleation is a special case of heterogeneous nucleation, where the core ion

takes the role of a substrate for the condensing molecules (see Girschick et al, 1996,

Chan and Mohnen, 1980, Diamond et al., 1985, Raes and Janssens, 1985, Laakso et al.,

2002, and Yu and Turco, 2000). In classical ion-induced nucleation theory (CIINT), the

effect of charge has been taken into account according to the classical Kelvin-Thomson

equation, which treats positive and negative ions identically. However, its predictions

have not always matched experimental results (Mäkelä et al. 1996). This is likely

due to the rather simplistic description of the electrostatic potential and the neglect
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of the chemical identities of the core ion and the molecules forming the cluster (see for

example Kathmann et al. 2005).

It is generally thought that Coulombic attractions may enhance nucleation, either by

lowering the free energy barrier shown in Figure 3 or steepening the fall of the curve in

Figure 4, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. However, estimates of the

importance of both ion-induced and ion-mediated (where ion-ion recombination is taken

into account) nucleation vary. Recent studies suggest that neutral pathways dominate

new particle formation at least in the continental boundary layer (Manninen et al.

2010, Hirsikko et al. 2011), but ion-induced nucleation still contributes a non-negligible

fraction. Its importance may also grow in other regions and atmospheric layers, where

the conditions are such that there are only very small amounts of substances that

nucleate without the help of charge.

Figure 5: The formation free energy (∆G) of a one-component system without electric

charge (Neutral) and with a charged core ion (Charged) as a function of number of

molecules (N) in the cluster. The lower starting point of the curve for the system with

a core ion is due to the electrostatic term of the formation free energy. The number of

molecules in the so-called critical cluster is marked as N∗.

While it is clear that the role of ions in atmospheric nucleation needs to be studied

further, molecular ions themselves have been the subject of scientific study for decades.

Although in the classical picture of point charges only the amount of charge matters,
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not the sign, in reality negatively charged molecules (anions) differ chemically from

positively charged molecules (cations) as well as from electrically neutral molecules

(Simons, 2008). This difference is largely due to the valence electrons of anions ex-

periencing a qualitatively different attractive potential, which affects for example the

reactivity and the stability of anions. To be more specific, an extra electron in the anion

increases its polarizability, which in turn increases the weakest intermolecular attrac-

tive forces known as dispersion forces. Furthermore, in laboratory conditions ions of

opposite charge are sometimes produced differently. While anions are often produced

by adding an electron, cations are often produced by adding a proton - which trans-

forms the neutral molecule into its conjugate acid - instead of removing an electron.

This further underlines the differences between anions and cations in experimental

measurements.

Figure 6: The formation free energy (∆G) of a one-component system without electric

charge (Neutral) and with a charged core ion (Charged) as a function of number of

molecules (N) in the cluster for the barrierless case. The lower starting point of the

curve for the system with a core ion is due to the electrostatic term of the formation free

energy. The absence of a free energy barrier means the ”critical cluster” is effectively

the monomer.

In reactions between ions and electrically neutral molecules, the effect of the sign of

the charge also depends on the chemical properties of the electrically neutral molecule
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species. While the net charge of neutral molecules is zero, they still do not have a

uniformly distributed electron density, which also leads to a nonuniform electrostatic

potential. This gives rise to electrostatic moments such as the dipole and quadrupole

moment. The existence of electrostatic moments may be intuitive in cases where the

molecule consists of atoms with different electronegativities and the molecular geome-

try is non-symmetric. An example of such a case is shown in Figure 7. However, even

diatomic molecules such as O2 have electrostatic moments. This is because even their

electron density is not completely uniform, even though it does have symmetry. In ad-

dition, the electron density of a molecule will react to external electric fields, even ones

caused by the presence of molecular ions. As a consequence, some molecules will bind

more strongly with negatively charged ions while others will prefer positively charged

ions. This so-called sign preference has been observed experimentally as early as 1897,

when it was noted that water starts to nucleate earlier when using anions as core ions

than when using cations (Wilson, 1897). A negative sign preference was also observed

in the study by Winkler et al. (Winkler et al. 2008), which was the starting point for

the study presented in Paper I. However, the importance of the chemical identity of

the core ion should not be forgotten. A schematic picture showing both the classical

picture of Coulombic attraction and the effect of the sign of the charge is shown in

Figure 8.

The neglect of the specific properties of the core ion, such as molecular structure,

also has consequences for the enhancement of particle formation, which are not taken

into account in Figure 5 or Figure 6. As a simple example, let us consider a case

of barrierless growth, where the addition of a molecule to the core ion is assumed

to be energetically favourable initially. Since the core ion has a structure and size,

there is only a limited amount of optimal sites for the molecules to attach themselves

to. Furthermore, as molecules attach themselves to these sites, the charge of the core

ion may be distributed more evenly over the formed cluster. The attached molecules

may also surround the core ion so that they shield the surrounding monomers from

the effect of the charge of the core ion. Thus, after the energetically most favourable

sites have been filled, the effect of the charge may diminish considerably. This may

even render the attachment of further molecules energetically unfavourable. Thus, the

formation free energy curve of a charged system may resemble the schematic curve

shown in Figure 9. It should be noted that since electrically neutral molecules also

have structure and sites, which are energetically more favourable to attach to than
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Figure 7: A surface plot of the electron density and electrostatic potential of an electri-

cally neutral sulphuric acid monomer. The numbers are in atomic units and the sizes

of the spheres are proportional to van der Waals radii.

others, the same effect can also in some cases be seen for particle formation without

ions.

Another aspect of reactions involving ions that the CIINT does not properly take into

account is charge transfer. As an example, let us assume the core ion is a cation that

has been produced by adding a proton. What happens when the first molecule of

the electrically neutral, nucleating substance collides with this ion? Will the molecule

stick to the ion and form a thermodynamically stable cluster (in other words, will

the free energy change related to the formation of the cluster be negative)? Will the

proton transfer from the ion to the molecule? Or will the cluster be thermodynamically

unstable, in which case the molecule of the nucleating substance will evaporate? If this

happens, will the molecule end up with the proton? This sort of detailed information

on the chemistry is not provided by the CIINT. A partial answer may be provided if

we know we know the proton affinities of both the neutral parent molecule of the core

ion and the nucleating substance. However, while the proton affinity is considered an

important thermodynamic quantity, it does not directly describe what really happens

when a molecule collides with another molecule that is carrying an extra proton, or
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Figure 8: A schematic picture of ion-induced nucleation. The classical picture (left)

compared with a more realistic case (right). N denotes electrically neutral seed parti-

cles, C denotes charged seed particles of either sign, Neg denotes negatively charged

seed particles and Pos denotes positively charged seed particles. The shown positive

sign preference does not represent all cases, since the nature of the sign preference

depends on the system.

if more than one molecule is involved. For example in the study performed in Paper

II, water molecules were added to a cluster with a pyridine molecule, an ammonia

molecule and a proton. The water molecules were always added to the ammonia part

of the core cluster, while the proton was assigned either to the pyridine or the ammonia.

Even though pyridine has a higher proton affitinity than ammonia, with two or more

water molecules it was energetically favourable for the proton to be attached to the

ammonia. Thus, although this qualitative indicator can be of use, it does not give

sufficient insight on the behaviour of charge.

It has been shown that in order to understand the role of charge in ion-induced nucle-

ation, the electron structure of the core ion needs to be taken into account (Nadykto et

al. 2006). This can be done using a subset of computational methods generally known

as quantum chemical methods. Using these methods, we can for example accurately

determine the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy changes related to a protonation reaction

- and thus determine a molecule’s proton affinity and gas-phase basicity, respectively -

as was done in Paper III. With quantum chemical methods, we can also determine the

polarizability of a molecule, which is a measure of how easily the molecule’s electron

density - and thus its charge density - is distorted by an external electric field. In ad-
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Figure 9: An example of the formation free energy (∆G) of a system with a charged

core ion and a nucleating substance as a function of number of molecules (N). The

depicted free energy barrier following a barrierless growth is a possible result of the

core ion running out of suitable sites for the monomers to attach themselves to. Since

in this case the peak of the barrier is higher than the starting point of the formation

free energy curve, the system has a critical cluster size N∗. If the peak of the barrier

is lower than the starting point of the curve, the critical cluster size is effectively just

the core ion.

dition, proton transfer reactions can be studied by performing a so called relaxed scan

for studying the energy barrier related to simply moving the proton from one molecule

to another, as was done in Paper II. We can also model the dynamics in a given

temperature to see how thermal vibrations affect the proton transfer. For example in a

study performed by Loukonen et al., it was observed that in one case the proton spent

10% of the time closer to one of the molecules and 90% of the time closer to the other

molecule (Loukonen et al. 2014). It is this kind of detailed information that makes

quantum chemical methods such an invaluable tool. However, as was previously men-

tioned, computational methods have challenges of their own. As with measurement

equipment, it is important to know the strengths and weaknesses of the computational

tools one is employing.
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3 Computational science

The increase of computing power of computers, as well as the development of methods

and available programs, has led to the increased importance of computational methods

for scientists in many different fields. From data mining genomic sequence repeats

(Tsirigos et al., 2012) to modelling the global climate (Makkonen et al., 2012) and

vehicle frontal impact simulations (Matsumoto et al., 2012), computers have made it

possible to perform studies that are otherwise unfeasible due to cost, risk or limitations

of experimental methods. From the viewpoint of theory, computational studies can be

used to test theories and their consequences as well as provide numerical solutions to

equations with no analytical solution. Due to its role and versatility, computational

science can be considered the third major field of science, the others being theoretical

and experimental science.

The methods used in computational science are as varied as the applications and can

be roughly divided into statistical, quantum physical and classical. The employed

method needs to be chosen so that it suits the problem at hand. When choosing a

method, one needs to consider questions like what is the time scale, how large is the

system, is there empirical data available, is dynamics important, what level of accuracy

is wanted, are there chemical reactions and what approximations can be made. For

example, if the aim is to study a proton transfer reaction the electronic structure of

atoms needs to be modelled using quantum physics. On the other hand if the aim is to

model real time dynamics of molecular clusters - which can be computationally very

demanding - classical methods employing empirical potentials are more suited for the

job. Sometimes classical and quantum physical methods can be combined. An example

of such a combination is first principles molecular dynamics (FPMD), where the forces

between atoms are derived from quantum mechanics and the movement of atoms from

the forces using classical Newtonian mechanics.

In the study of atmospheric aerosol particles, simulations are used to study e.g. cluster

geometries, vibrational frequencies, chemical reactions (such as proton transfer) and

collisions between monomers and clusters. The information obtained from such studies

can be used to interpret experimental results or increase our understanding on the

reactions taking place inside measurement equipment.

The work presented in this thesis has been done using quantum chemical methods, so

statistical and classical methods will not be described in further detail. Even the quan-
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tum chemical methods will not be described in full detail here. A more comprehensive

description may be found in textbooks such as Jensen (2007) or Koch and Holthausen

(2000).

3.1 Quantum chemistry

The electron structure of an element determines its chemical properties (Harrison,

1989). In the classical picture, an atom consists of a nucleus that is orbited by one

or more negatively charged point-like particles called electrons. However, in reality

the electrons are not point-like particles, but probability distributions as described by

quantum physics. In order to model atomic and molecular level interactions properly,

the electrons need to be modelled at a quantum physical level. The application of

quantum physics to chemical problems is known as quantum chemistry.

In many cases quantum chemistry is about solving the time-independent Schrödinger

equation of the system, given in Dirac’s bracket notation (see for example Sakurai,

1994) as

Ĥ |Ψi〉 = Ei |Ψi〉 (1)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, Ψi is the wavefunction of state i and Ei is the

energy of state i. The wavefunction of state i contains all information there is to

know about the system, and after solving the Schrödinger equation we can in principle

determine all of the system’s attributes. The first step in solving the Schrödinger

equation is obtaining the Hamiltonian operator. In order to make this simpler, it can be

assumed that the electrons move in a field of fixed nuclei. This approximation is usually

good and is justified by the very low mass of the electrons compared to even the lightest

nuclei. It allows us to separate the wavefunction into an electronic wavefunction, where

the nuclear coordinates are mere parameters, and a nuclear wavefunction, which results

in a constant nucleus-nucleus repulsion term, since the fixed nuclei have no kinetic

energy. The end results is a so-called electronic Hamiltonian that can be expressed as

Ĥelec = −1

2

N∑
i=1

∇2
i −

N∑
i=1

M∑
A=1

ZA
riA

+
N∑
i=1

N∑
j>i

1

rij
= T̂ + V̂Ne + V̂ee (2)
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If the nuclei are not fixed, we can still make the same basic approximation, but the

movement of the nuclei will result in a mass-polarization term in the total Hamiltonian.

In neither of these cases the movement of the electrons depends on the movement of the

nuclei, only their position; this is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In

special cases where the electronic Schrödinger equation has several energetically close

solutions, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation may break down. Another common

approximation is to assume that the Hamiltonian is non-relativistic, as has been done

in the equations presented above. This approximation is good for at least first and

second row atoms in the periodical table. However, the heavier the modelled atoms

are, the more relativistic effects start to matter. These can be taken into account by

using so called relativistic effective core potentials (RECPs, see Frenking et al., 1996,

Cundari et al., 1996). As the chemical properties of an atom depends mostly on the

valence electrons, the core electrons of heavy atoms can be modelled by a suitable

function, known as an effective core potential (ECP) or a pseudopotential. For the

ECP to be relativistic, it needs to be fitted to atomic calculations that explicitly take

into account the relativistic effects. Once this is done, however, the RECP provides

a way to both take relativistic effects into account and avoid explicitly modelling the

chemically nearly inert core electrons.

The Hamiltonian operator is specific to the system. As can be seen from the form

of the non-relativistic Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian operator, this property of the

operator lies in two terms: the number of electrons and the external potential, which

depends on the positions and charges of all nuclei in the system. Once the Hamiltonian

operator has been obtained, the next step is to obtain the eigenfunctions Ψi and the

eigenvalues Ei of the Hamiltonian operator. This opens the door to obtaining any

desired property by applying a suitable operator to the wavefunction.

The bad news is that even with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and non-

relativistic Hamiltonian, there is no known way to analytically solve the Schrödinger

equation for a system with more than one electron. Thus, the solution has to be done

numerically.

3.1.1 The Hartree-Fock method

The description of different quantum chemistry methods starts here with a description

of wavefunction based methods. To be more precise, the description begins with that of
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the Hartree-Fock (HF) method. It is not only a corner stone of wavefunction methods,

but also has conceptual importance, and helps in understanding the Kohn-Sham density

functional theory. Thus, the HF method will be described here to some detail, although

lenghty derivations are omitted as the work presented in this thesis concentrates on the

application of various quantum chemistry methods. Further theory and mathematical

formalism can be found in, for example, the books by Jensen (2007) or Koch and

Holthausen (2000).

Let us begin with the ground state wavefunction. When the Hamiltonian operator is

applied to the ground state wavefunction according to the Schrödinger equation, the

lowest energy of the system, E0, is obtained. The importance of this ground state

wavefunction lies in the possibility of approaching it by using what is known as the

variational principle.

According to the variational principle, the expectation value of the Hamiltonian opera-

tor from any guessed wavefunction is an upper limit to the expectation value obtained

using the true ground state wavefunction. Assuming for simplicity fixed nuclei, this

can be expressed in Dirac’s notation as

〈ΨTrial| Ĥ |ΨTrial〉 = ETrial ≥ 〈Ψ0| Ĥ |Ψ0〉 , (3)

where the wavefunctions are the electronic wavefunctions for a system with N electrons.

Thus, we need to find the wavefunction that minimizes the energy. In principle this

means we need to search through all physically sensible N -electron wavefunctions,

which is not feasible. However, the variational principle also applies to any subset

of all possible wavefunctions. These subsets can be searched using various algebraic

minimizations schemes. The downside is that it is very unlikely that the true ground

state wavefunction is included in the subset.

The problem of being unable to solve the Schrödinger equation is thus transformed into

finding a suitable subset of wavefunctions. Such a subset should naturally be physicaly

reasonable approximation without being computationally unfeasible in practice. In the

HF scheme the problem of finding a suitable subset is approached by replacing the N -

electron wavefunction by an antisymmetrized product of N one-electron wavefunctions.

This product is known as the Slater determinant, and the one-electron wavefunctions

are known as spin orbitals.
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Now that the wavefunction is transformed into a more manageable form, the next

step is to apply the variational principle in an effort to find the best possible Slater

determinant. Since the Slater determinant is comprised only of spin orbitals and a

normalization factor, only the spin orbitals can be varied. As a result we obtain the

HF equations

f̂χi = εiχi, i = 1, 2, ...N, (4)

where f̂ is the effective one-electron operator also known as the Fock operator, χi is

the ith spin orbital and εi are the orbital energies. The Fock operator, defined as

f̂i = −1

2
∇2
i −

M∑
A

ZA
~riA

+ VHF (i), (5)

includes the HF potential for electron i, VHF (i). The HF potential for electron i

depends on its position, ~ri, and the potential consists of two terms

VHF (~ri) =
N∑
j

(
Ĵj(~ri)− K̂j(~ri)

)
, (6)

where the first term, known as the Coulomb operator, describes the potential experi-

enced by an electron due to the average charge distribution of other electrons. The

latter term is the exchange operator. It has no classical interpretation and is a conse-

quence of the antisymmetric nature of the Slater determinant, which in turn is a result

of the need to satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle. However, the exchange operator

has an important role in exactly cancelling out the Coulomb self-interaction. This

self-interaction arises from the Coulomb operator because the sum includes the value

j = i, leading to the inclusion of each electron’s interaction with itself.

The physical interpretation of HF orbital energies (εi) is given by Koopmans’ theorem

(Koopmans, 1934), which states that it is an approximation of the negative of the

ionization energy that is associated with the removal of an electron from the orbital in

question.

Since the Fock operator depends on the very spin orbitals we would like to obtain from

solving the HF equations, the equations cannot be solved in closed form. The usual
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technique for going around this problem is known as self-consistent field (SCF). It is an

iterative technique, where the first set of orbitals is ”guesstimated”, then used to solve

the HF equations. The resulting new orbitals are then used to solve the HF equations

again, and this procedure will go on until some predefined conditions are met.

As electron-electron repulsion has only been treated approximately, a single Slater

determinant can never be the true wavefunction of a many-electron system. However,

the Slater determinant is the exact wavefunction of N non-interacting particles moving

in the field of the effective potential VHF . Thus we can write

ĤHFΦSD = E0
HFΦSD =

N∑
i

f̂iΦSD =
N∑
i

εiΦSD (7)

where the Hamiltonian operator is a sum of the Fock operators given above. As this is

an approximation of the true wavefunction, the variational principle tells us that the

energy EHF is always higher than the the exact ground state energy. The difference

between EHF and E0
HF is called the correlation energy.

The correlation energy is a measure of the error introduced by the HF scheme. The

main contributors to this error are the dynamical and non-dynamical electron correla-

tion. The former is due to the fact that electrostatic interaction is treated in an average

manner. Thus, there is no true electron correlation, which results in electrons often

getting too close to each other. This, in turn, causes an overestimation of electron

repulsion. The latter contribution is related to the possibility of other Slater determi-

nants with comparable energies. This may lead to a situation where the ground state

Slater determinant may not be a good approximation to the true ground state of the

system.

While the single Slater determinant is not ideal, it is a decent approximation to the

wavefunction in the sense that it captures most of the physics of a many electron

system. It can often produce qualitatively reliable molecular geometries. Furthermore,

while the computational effort of performing a HF calculation formally scales with the

system size (number of electrons N) as N4, the actual scaling is often closer to N3

or even N2 for some systems. This makes it computationally relatively light, which

means it can be used for systems that are too large for other, more accurate methods.
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3.1.2 Basis sets

Solving the HF equations encountered in the previous chapter is a highly non-linear

optimization problem. This is why in nearly all ab initio methods the unknown spin

orbitals are expanded as a linear combination of L predefined basis functions (also

known as atomic orbitals):

χi =
L∑
α

cαiφα (8)

This simplifies the optimization problem into a linear one and the coefficients cαi remain

the only variables. If there were an infinite amount of these basis functions, this

expansion would not be an approximation, but an exact description of the orbital

(known as the complete basis set). However, having an infinite number of functions

would not be computationally feasible and only finite basis sets can be used. This

naturally affects the accuracy of the description. For example, if we consider the

orbital as a function in a coordinate system spanned by the complete basis set, it is

apparent that the smaller the basis set is, the worse the description it gives to the

orbital, since the components of the orbital along the missing basis functions have no

representation. There is a lower limit to the amount of basis functions that can be used

to describe a system so that it contains all the electrons of all the (neutral) constituent

atoms. Basis sets that have this lowest amount of basis functions are known as minimal

basis sets.

The size of the basis set is not the only thing affecting the accuracy of the basis set

expansion: also the choice of basis functions themselves affects the accuracy. Since

ab initio methods generally scale at least at the same rate as the HF method, using

as few basis functions as possible would be preferable - and the more accurately the

basis function describes the orbital, the fewer are needed. However, basis functions also

differ in efficiency. Electronic structure calculations usually employ one of two type

basis functions, known as Slater Type Orbitals (STO) (Slater, 1930) and Gaussian

Type Orbitals (GTO) (Boys, 1950). The general mathematical form of these basis

functions are given by the following equations:

ηSTO = Ylm(Θ, φ)Nrn−1e−ζr (9)
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ηGTO = Nxlymxne−αr
2

(10)

STOs accurately model the true behaviour of the electron cloud and are mostly used

for atomic or diatomic systems. They also contain integrals that are computationally

challenging. GTOs on the other hand are a lot less challenging computationally. The

downside with GTOs is that they have problems in representing the spin orbitals both

near the nucleus and far from it. Because of this, roughly three times as many GTOs

as STOs are required to get a certain level of accuracy. However, the computational

advantage GTOs offer more than makes up for this, which is why STOs are rarely used

nowadays. Furthermore, linear combinations of GTOs can be used to construct what

are known as contracted Gaussian functions (CGFs). The linear combination can be

chosen so that each CFG resembles a single STO as much as possible. This method

also reduces the computational cost of the basis functions. Thus, it is no surprise

that contracted basis sets are often preferred. There are also a few other types of

basis functions: the plane wave basis functions (Slater, 1937) and numerical basis sets

(Delley, 1990). The plane wave basis sets take on a slightly different approach compared

to using a linear combination of atomic orbitals to describe the system. However, they

are best suited for periodic systems or the valence band in a metal. While they can

also be used in the study of molecular species, in practice it is usually more efficient to

use GTOs. In the numerical basis sets the basis functions are represented numerically

on atom centered grids. They are generated by numerically solving the Kohn-Sham

equations, which will be presented in chapter 3.1.4. The consequence of solving these

equations numerically is that the solution of integrals over basis functions must also

be done numerically.

After the type of basis functions has been chosen, improving on the minimal basis set

is straightforward; just increase the amount of basis functions. Doubling the number

of basis functions for each occupied orbital will result in what is known as a double

zeta type basis set, tripling will result in a triple zeta basis set and so on. We can also

choose to multiply only the basis functions of the valence electrons, which results in

so called split valence basis sets, such as the valence double zeta basis set VDZ. When

an atomic or a molecular charge distribution is subjected to an external electric field,

the charge density will be distorted. This will also happen when bonds are formed

between molecules or atoms. In order to allow the orbitals the flexibility to adapt to

an external field, polarization functions - or multiple sets of polarization functions -
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need to be added also. These are functions of higher angular momentum - higher l

in equations 9 and 10 - than the occupied orbitals in the atom. The addition of such

functions may be denoted as P, such as in DZP. Or, if double polarization functions

were added to a triple zeta basis set, the corresponding notation might read TZ2P. For

example, the DZP basis set for a hydrogen would include two s-functions and one p-

function (2s1p) and a TZ2P would include three s-functions and 2 p-functions (3s2p).

In order to account for electron correlation - assuming the used method includes it

- correlation functions (see for example Woon and Dunning, 1993) need to be used.

These are functions of higher angular momentum which are needed in order to describe

electron correlation more accurately than in the average mean field approach used in

the HF scheme. However, as these also function as polarization functions for HF

wavefunctions, they are sometimes called polarization functions as well. Furthermore,

when dealing with weak or long range interactions and behavior, additional diffuse basis

functions are needed. These are basis functions, where the coefficient in the exponent

of the basis function (α in the case of GTOs) is small. Cases which warrant the use of

such basis functions include, for example, hydrogen bonds, polarizability calculations

and loosely bound electrons in anions and excited states.

Care needs to be taken when adding different types of basis functions to a basis set.

For example, too many polarization functions compared to the size of the basis set

may result in artefacts (Jensen, 1992). Artefacts and other issues may also rise when

using mixed basis sets (a small basis set for the uninteresting atoms and a larger basis

set for the more interesting ones) or when trying to describe a neutral molecule with

an ionic structure - a strong dipole, where most of the valence electrons are located on

one atom - using the same basis set for all atoms of the molecule. On the other hand,

it is generally not cost effective to use large basis sets that reduce the absolute error of

the energy below chemical accuracy, which is nowadays considered to be ∼ 1 kcal/mol.

The important thing is to try to keep the error as constant as possible. In short, the

basis set needs to be balanced. Even then, the electron density around a nucleus may

be described (when the basis functions are centered at the nucleus, as is often the case)

by basis functions centered at another nucleus. This is the source for what is known as

the basis set superposition error (BSSE). It is introduced when comparing geometries

of different molecular systems and can have a qualitative impact on the results when

calculating, for example, quantitatively small binding energies. While counterpoise

correction (Boys and Bernardi, 1970, van Duijneveldt et al., 1994) and other schemes

can be used to reduce the BSSE - at least in intermolecular interactions - it is difficult
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to fully get rid of it. Furthermore, the BSSE is not the only source of errors and

it can in some cases compensate other errors. Thus, while trying to eliminate BSSE

does improve the accuracy of the method, it does not always lead to better results

(McMahon and Lane, 2011).

3.1.3 Post Hartree-Fock methods

Improving upon the HF scheme begins with introducing the electron correlation. Meth-

ods such as configuration interaction (CI, see Sherrill and Schaefer, 1999) use linear

combinations of Slater determinants instead of a single Slater determinant. However,

as such methods have not been used in the work presented in this thesis, they will not

be described here further.

In perturbation theory, the electron correlation can be introduced also by treating it

as a small perturbation to the Hamiltonian operator. Thus, the resulting Hamiltonian

operator can be expressed as a sum of two terms:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λĤ ′, (11)

where λ is a parameter determining the strength of the perturbation, Ĥ ′ is the per-

turbation and Ĥ0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian operator. From this the nth-order

perturbation equation can be derived:

Ĥ0Ψn + Ĥ ′Ψn−1 =
n∑
i=0

WiΨn−1, (12)

where Wi is the ith-order correction to the energy when i ≥ 1. When i = 0, the equation

returns the Schrödinger equation for the unperturbed case. In the Møller-Plesset (MP)

perturbation theory (Møller and Plesset, 1934), the unperturbed Hamiltonian operator

is chosen to be the HF Hamiltonian operator, which is a sum over Fock operators:

Ĥ0 =
N∑
i

f̂i, (13)
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where f̂i is given by Equation (5). As can be seen with the help of Equations (5) and

(6), the sum of Fock operators counts the average electron-electron repulsion twice.

The perturbation is then chosen to be the electron-electron repulsion operator minus

twice the average electron-electron repulsion operator:

Ĥ ′ = Ĥ − Ĥ0 = V̂ee − 2〈V̂ee〉 (14)

Using these equations, the total energy for an order of n can be determined. The

second order perturbation - known as MP2 - is the first one to actually include electron

correlation and thus improve upon the HF wavefunction and the total energy. As MP3

does not usually offer a notable improvement in accuracy and as the scaling of the

computational effort is of the order of Nn+3 for the nth order perturbation, MP2 is

the most often used of all MP methods. With a formal scaling of N5, MP2 is also the

most affordable of all the correlated wavefunction methods. However, as the electron

correlation is only treated as a small perturbation, the quality of the original HF

wavefunction has a large impact on the success of the MP2 method.

The last wavefunction method to be mentioned here is known as the coupled cluster

method (CC, see Bartlett, 1989), where an exponential ansatz is used to parameterize

the wavefunction:

Ψ̂ = eT̂ Φ̂0, (15)

where Φ̂0 is the HF wavefunction and the exponential operator can be written as:

eT̂ =
∞∑
k=0

1

k!
T̂ k. (16)

The operator T̂ in the exponential is the sum of all the excitation operators:

T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂3 + ...+ T̂N , (17)

where N is the amount of electrons in the system. Although the sum in equation (16)

is in principle infinite, in practice the amount of electrons in the system limits the
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amount of terms in the sum. This is easy to see if we consider the case where only

double excitations are included. Then:

T̂ = T̂2, (18)

eT̂ = 1 + T̂2 +
1

2
(T̂2)

2 + +
1

6
(T̂2)

3 + ..., (19)

where the fourth in term eT̂ corresponds to three non-interacting pairs of interacting

electrons. If the system contains only five electrons, this term - as well as higher order

terms - are unphysical and must thus be omitted. The truncation of equation (17) used

in this example is the lowest level approximation of T̂ that gives any improvement over

HF theory. Due to computational considerations it is common to truncate the sum at

some point, and further approximations may also be introduced. The notation reveals

which truncations and approximations are in use. For example, CCSD refers to coupled

cluster with single and double excitations (T̂ = T̂1+T̂2), while CC2 (Christiansen et al.,

1995) refers to an approximation of CCSD, where a subset of the CCSD equations are

used and where the doubles give an MP2 like expression. The upside of using coupled

cluster methods is that for an nth order treatment, a significantly higher fraction of the

correlation energy is recovered than with the MP methods of the corresponding order.

The downside is the computational effort required; not only is the formal scaling of

coupled cluster methods N2n+2, but even compared to an MP calculation with the same

formal scaling, the computation can still be an order of magnitude more demanding.

Due to this reason, high level coupled cluster methods are not usually applicable to

atmospherically relevant systems. Methods such as CC2 can, however, be often used

for calculating the energy of a specific molecular geometry, also known as the single

point energy, due to its N5 scaling. For the cases where it can be applied, the CCSD(T)

method (Raghavachari et al., 1989, Scuseria and Lee, 1990) - where the parentheses

mean that the triples contribution is evaluated by perturbation theory and added to

the CCSD result - is often considered to be state-of-the-art.

An important property of wavefunction methods is that their accuracy can be increased

in a systematic way. The same goes for the basis sets presented in the previous chapter.

Thus, the problem of improving the accuracy of electron correlation methods is two-

dimensional. However, with the possible exception of the HF method, the scaling of
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wavefunction methods limits their use for systems with a large number of electrons,

effectively making the limit of complete basis set and full correlation unreachable. At

least a partial answer to this problem is provided by density functional theory.

3.1.4 Kohn-Sham Density functional theory

A wavefunction of N electrons has 4N variables (3N spatial + N spin), which means

it quickly gets complicated, and some simpler way of describing the system would be

preferable. As it turns out, the wavefunction can be replaced by an electron density,

which only has three spatial variables. Furthermore, this electron density integrates

to the number of electrons, it has maxima only at the positions of the nuclei and it

contains information about the nuclear charge. Recalling what was previously said

about defining the unique Hamiltonian operator of the system, we see that the den-

sity fulfills the requirements of uniqueness. This is more clearly stated by the first

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964): The external potential is (to

within a constant) a unique functional of ρ(r); since the external potential fixes H,

the full many-particle ground state is a unique functional of ρ(r). Since all states of

the system are characterized by this single unique Hamiltonian operator, the ground

state density is formally enough for a complete determination of all molecular proper-

ties (although the ground state itself cannot be used to obtain the properties of e.g.

electronically excited states).

The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that the energy obtained from any trial

density that fulfills certain boundary conditions is an upper bound to the true ground

state energy. In other words, this is the familiar variational principle. Together the first

and second Hohenberg-Kohn theorems form a basis for all modern density functional

theories. However, the theorems are merely proofs of existence and are of no practical

use in calculating the system’s properties. In order to make such calculations easier,

we may employ the Kohn-Sham scheme (Kohn and Sham, 1965).

Although not the only version of density functional theory (DFT), the Kohn-Sham

density functional theory (KS-DFT) is used so widely that it is generally referred to as

simply DFT. The idea of the Kohn-Sham scheme is to define a non-interacting reference

system of N particles, whose exact ground state wave function can be represented by

a Slater determinant. Analogously to the HF case, this approach leads to the so called

Kohn-Sham equations that define the spin orbitals of the Slater determinant:
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f̂KSϕi = εiϕi, i = 1, 2, ...N, (20)

where the Kohn-Sham operator f̂KS is defined as

f̂KS = −1

2
∇2
i + VS(~r). (21)

The VS(~r) is an effective potential that can be chosen so that the reference system’s

density ρr equals exactly that of the interacting system ρ0. It turns out that the

potential that produces the correct orbitals of the non-interacting system is of the

general form

VS = VC + VNe + VXC , (22)

where VC is the classical Coulomb potential, VNe is the potential due to the nuclei and

VXC is the exchange-correlation potential. The VXC is due to the exchange-correlation

energy of the system, which contains the contributions of self-interaction correction,

exchange and correlation as well as the difference between the kinetic energy of the

non-interacting system and the kinetic energy of the interacting system. While the

exchange-correlation energy usually represents only a small contribution to the total

energy, it is not known exactly for any real world application and needs to be approx-

imated. This approximation is known as the exchange correlation functional.

Analogously to the HF case, the Kohn-Sham orbitals in the Kohn-Sham equation

can be expanded in terms of linear combinations of predefined basis functions. It

is important to note, however, that even though there are similarities between HF

and KS-DFT, care needs to be taken when comparing these two. For example, the

exchange-correlation which is present in both theories, does not have the same meaning

(Koch and Holthausen, 2000). Another important difference is that the Kohn-Sham

approach would be exact if the exact expression for the exchange-correlation energy

was known, whereas the HF approach is always an approximation.

The big difference between DFT and wavefunction methods is that in DFT the wave-

function is replaced by an electron density. Thus, there is no wavefunction. The practi-

cal advantage of using the electron density instead of a wavefunction is that, regardless
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of the system size, the amount of variables stays in principle the same. However, as ba-

sis functions are in practice used with DFT, the formal scaling becomes O(N4). Even

so, the scaling is favorable compared with wavefunction methods providing comparable

accuracy, which allows larger systems to be modelled. A further advantage is provided

by the fact that the DFT energy converges exponentially with respect to basis set size.

This means that basis sets larger than a polarized triple zeta are often unnecessary.

This helps keep the computational cost low. In addition, as some DFT methods are

semi-empirical - meaning that the exchange correlation functional has been approxi-

mated by some parameterization based on empirical data - basis sets that differ greatly

from those used in the parameterization can lead to larger errors even when the used

basis set is larger.

As was already mentioned, with the correct exchange correlation functional, we would

obtain the correct eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian operator of the the Schrödinger equa-

tion. Unfortunately the form of the correct exchange correlation functional is not

known, and there is no known way of systematically improving the approximated

functionals, which is why current development of DFT concentrates on finding better

exchange correlation functionals. However, there is a rough hierarchy of exchange-

correlation functionals, known as the Jacob’s ladder (see for example Perdew and

Schmidt, 2001), which stretches from the ”Hartree world” towards chemical accuracy.

The number of rungs on this ladder may vary depending on context, but five rungs

are typically found. The first and lowest rung is the local spin density approxima-

tion (LSDA, see Kohn and Sham, 1965), the second rung is the generalized gradient

approximation (GGA, see Perdew, 1985), the third rung is the meta-generalized gra-

dient approximation (meta-GGA, see for example Perdew et al., 1999, and references

therein), the fourth rung is the exact exchange and compatible correlation (for exam-

ple hyper-GGA, see for example Perdew et al., 2008, and references therein) and the

fifth rung is the exact exchange and exact partial correlation. Nowadays the fourth

rung often includes any functional with any exact exchange ingredient (hybrid func-

tionals, see for example Haunschild et al., 2012). Widely used functionals include the

GGA functional PBE (Perdew et al., 1996, and Perdew et al., 1997), the meta-GGA

functional TPSS (Tao et al., 2003) and the hybrid functional B3LYP (Becke, 1993).
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3.1.5 Multi-step methods

As mentioned previously, the limit of infinite correlation and infinite basis set is in prac-

tice unattainable. There are, however, methods known as theoretical model chemistries,

which try to estimate this limit as well as possible. Some of the more known methods

belong to either the Complete Basis Set (CBS) or Gaussian-n (Gn) models. These

methods employ the fact that different properties of the molecule converge with differ-

ent rates as the level of sophistication increases. In other words, some properties, such

as the minimum energy geometry, are less sensitive to approximations than others,

such as the single point energy. For example, the CBS-QB3 method (see Montgomery

et al., 1999, and Montgomery et al., 2000, and references therein), used in Paper III,

includes the following steps:

1. A geometry optimization with the B3LYP density functional using a CBSB7

basis set, which is a triple-zeta basis set.

2. Vibrational frequencies are calculated at the B3LYP/CBSB7 level.

3. A single point energy calculation is performed at the MP2/6-311+G(2df,2p)

level, which also yields the corresponding HF energy.

4. A single point energy calculation is performed at the MP4(SDQ)/6-31G(d,p)

level in order to estimate the effect of higher order electron correlation.

5. A single point energy calculation is performed at the QCISD(T)/6-31+G(d†)

level in order to estimate the effect of higher order electron correlation.

6. Final energies are obtained by extrapolation.

Other model chemistries use different levels of theory in each step. Also the amount

of computational steps may vary. Their goal, however, is often the same: to pro-

vide chemical accuracy compared to experimental results, such as the G2/97 data set

(Curtiss et al., 1998). The weakness of these methods is that they are often quite

memory intensive due to the high level energy calculations. Thus, they are not always

applicable to larger systems. It is also uncertain whether the model chemistries retain
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their accuracy when applied to systems and properties outside the data set used for

calibration.

In addition to established model chemistries, one can always construct a multi-step

method using any combination of methods and steps that are deemed suitable for the

problem at hand. For example, the quantum chemical data in Paper IV was produced

using a multi-step method consisting of the following steps:

1. A geometry optimization with the B3LYP density functional using a CBSB7

basis set, which is a triple-zeta basis set.

2. Vibrational frequencies are calculated at the B3LYP/CBSB7 level.

3. A single point energy calculation is performed at the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ

level.

This method thus uses the same level of theory for the geometry as the CBS-QB3

method, but calculates the single point energy of the system at a lower level and

does not extrapolate it to the basis set limit. As a result, some accuracy is sacrificed

in the absolute energies, but this is balanced by the ability to apply this method to

systems that are too large to be modelled by CBS-QB3. Furthermore, the property of

interest is usually the change in energy in a chemical reaction, which is not as sensitive

to approximations as the absolute energy. Naturally, the success of such multi-step

approach depends greatly on the chosen methods and the strengths and weaknesses of

different methods need to be kept in mind; if the optimized geometry is unrealistic, even

the most accurate energy calculation will not yield a useful result. A common - and

preferable - practice is performing benchmarking calculations to probe the suitability

of the chosen method for the given problem before performing large sets of calculations.

The benchmark results are always compared either directly with experimental results or

with methods that have already been validated by comparing them with experimental

results.

The term multi-step method usually refers to the use of several levels of theory during

the course of a simulation. However, the term is somewhat misleading in the sense

that a quantum chemical simulation can consist of several steps with varying methods,

especially if the aim is to model molecules and molecular cluster (see for example Mitas
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et al., 2000, Belbruno et al, 2001, and Vargas et al., 2002). For example, if we want

to know the energetics of the formation of a molecular cluster, we begin with trying to

find a global minimum energy geometry among all possible local minima by optimizing

some initial geometry with the chosen method. Both the global and local minima are

stationary points of the energy, expressed as a function of nuclear coordinates. For a

point to be stationary, its first derivative must be zero. For the point to be a minimum,

the second derivatives along all derivatives need to be positive. However, doing a single

geometry optimization is generally not enough, as it is impossible to know beforehand

if the stationary point the simulation ends up in is a local minimum or the global min-

imum. Thus, finding the geometry with the lowest energy starts with conformational

sampling or, in other words, studying the ways the molecules can be arranged in the

cluster. The larger the cluster, the harder this becomes. However, there are methods

for performing conformational sampling other than manually constructing initial clus-

ter geometries and optimizing them using some computational method. Only some of

these methods will be shortly described here. We will start with simulated annealing

(see for example Bacelo et al., 1999, and references therein), where the basic idea is to

give the system a high initial temperature, which will cause large movement of atoms

and molecules in the system. The temperature is then then gradually reduced, slowing

down the movement and eventually causing the system to end up in a minimum en-

ergy geometry. Practical limitations on simulation times means that this method is not

guaranteed to lead to a global minimum geometry, but several candidates for a good

local minimum geometry can be generated simply by varying the initial temperature

and other possible simulation parameters. Another method is replica-exchange molec-

ular dynamics (Sugita and Okamoto, 1999), where the basic idea is to generate several

replicas of the system for a range of temperatures (for example one replica for each

temperature) and model them simultaneously with molecular dynamics. During the

simulation, the temperatures of neighbouring replicas will be swapped several times,

which means that the geometry formed at a certain temperature will be subjected to

another temperature several times. This leads to the sampling of a wide conformational

space, although practical limitations again dictate that the full conformational space

will not be covered. Lastly, it is also possible to write codes that automatically gener-

ate a large amount of cluster geometries according to some initial conditions, perform

optimization simulations on these geometries and then select the best ones according

to some set of criteria (see for example Ortega et al., 2012). While a large number

of different conformations can in principle be covered this way, such codes are very
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dependant on the different parameters that are used (which building block are used for

generating clusters, which geometries are classified as suitable, which level of theory is

used for optimization etc.). Thus, finding good minimum energy geometries can still

be very non-trivial and labour intensive.

After the conformational sampling, further steps are needed in order to get the en-

ergetics. The optimization calculation produces the single point energy (at the level

of the optimization) at a temperature of 0 K, but in order to get the Gibbs free en-

ergy, entropy and enthalpy of the system, a vibrational frequency calculation is needed.

The frequency calculation needs to be done using the same quantum chemical method

as the optimization. The resulting vibrational frequencies are then used to solve the

partition function of the system at a given temperature, from which the needed ther-

modynamic corrections to the single point energy are calculated. These corrections

can then be used with the already obtained single point energy or a value obtained

from a separate single point energy calculation with a higher level of theory. All of this

- configurational sampling, geometry optimization, vibrational frequency calculation

and single point energy calculation - needs to be done to both the resulting cluster and

the constituents it is formed from, so that the change in free energy or enthalpy in the

reaction can be obtained.

3.2 Computational resources

As has been already seen from the formal scaling of the different methods, the computa-

tional cost of the numerical solution is determined by the system size and the accuracy

of the method. In practice, computational resources are nearly always a limiting factor

and the most accurate methods can only be used for systems consisting of only a few

light atoms. This also means that modelling dynamics with a purely quantum chemical

method is usually out of the question.

The issue of limited computational resources is not easily solved. A computer sim-

ulation needs three things in order to run: computing cores, random access memory

(RAM) and hard drive space. As a very rough description, the cores dictate how long

the simulation takes, the amount of RAM dictates how much information the cores

can handle at one time, and hard drive space dictates how much information can be

stored during and after the simulation (for a more extensive description see del Rosario

and Choudhary, 1994, and Drepper, 2007). However, not all calculations consume the
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resources in an equal way; some may require large amounts of hard disk space for

data, while requiring only moderate computing power from the processor, and others

may need a lot of computing power in order to finish in a reasonable time, while not

requiring a lot of RAM per core.

The evolution of computers has followed what is known as Moore’s law (Moore, 1965)

for several decades. This (observational) law states that the amount of transistors on

integrated circuits - or cores in the context of computers - doubles every two years. As

the amount of transistors as well as their speed dictates the computational power of a

core, this means the computational power of a single core has (roughly) more than dou-

bled every two years. The practical challenges of including more and faster transistors

in a single core have in recent years shifted the focus of increasing performance from

creating faster and faster cores to including several cores in a single processor. This

has made computational science available also to those who do not have access to high

performance computing. For example, a modern desktop computer combined with a

commercially available quantum chemistry program will enable the user to perform

calculations that would not have been feasible even with a supercomputer not too long

ago. High performance computing has not remained the same either, and modern su-

percomputers, such as the Taito and Sisu clusters at the Finnish IT-center for science,

CSC, can have thousands of computing cores (at the time of writing there were 8960

cores on Taito, 11776 cores on Sisu). Users thus have the possibility of running their

calculations parallel on up to several thousand cores, assuming that the calculation

can be run in this way and the user policies of the cluster allow it. High performance

computing can also refer to so called Beowulf clusters, which can be constructed from

ordinary desktop computers, even though the performance of Beowulf clusters is far

from state-of-the-art supercomputers. However, such clusters can provide a viable and

relatively cheap alternative if supercomputers are not available, or if the user wants to

have full control over the computing environment.

While parallel computing on several cores has provided a straightforward way to in-

crease computing power, taking full advantage of it is not at all straightforward. In

order for parallel computing to provide any advantage, the simulation needs to have

parts that can be divided to different processors. Ideally these parts should be as inde-

pendent of each other as possible, so that a process does not have to wait for another

process on some other core to finish before it can be completed. If the different pro-

cesses need to spend a lot of time waiting for input from other processes, the advantage
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of parallellisation may be lost altogether. In computing, the degree to which this paral-

lellisation can be done is called scalability. Ideally, the parallellisation should be linear,

so that doubling the amount of processors would halve the amount of time it takes

to finish the simulation. Furthermore, the actual code that performs the simulation

should be efficient. An inefficient code with linear scaling can in fact be slower than

an efficient code with less than favorable scaling. Unfortunately the parallellisation of

quantum chemical methods generally leaves something to be desired, especially with

the more accurate methods. In practice this means that doubling the amount of cores

used from 16 to 32, or even from 8 to 16, may not halve required computation time (see

for example Harding et al, 2008). However, it should be noted that the actual behavior

of the scaling will depend on the specifics of the calculation (simulated system, method,

the used program, how much information needs to be transmitted between the cores

and so on).

Other aspects of processor architecture have also changed along the way. Before proces-

sors with a 64-bit architecture started to be widely used, most processor architectures

were 32-bit, generally limiting the amount of RAM memory they were able to address

to 4 gigabytes. In theory, the 64-bit processor architecture enables the use of 16.8

million terabytes of RAM. In practice, the amount of physical space required by the

actual memory chips to achieve this makes it impossible to equip any computer with

anything close to this amount of RAM. Furthermore, as processor architectures are not

fully defined by the classification into 32- or 64-bit, other technical limitations also need

to be considered. The limit can be further pushed downwards by operating systems.

For example, the maximum limit for RAM varies in different versions of Windows 7

from 8 GB to 192 GB. For quantum chemical methods the increases in usable RAM

memory has been a very important development, since in principle only one core is

needed to run a simulation - assuming a very lax deadline for the results - but the

minimum amount of memory (per core) can easily exceed 4 gigabytes. Even so, the

amount of available RAM memory can still be a limiting factor when trying to model

anything other than small systems with the more accurate quantum chemical methods

with large basis sets. This problem is even more pronounced if (and when) the simula-

tion needs to be run parallel in order to get results in reasonable time, since the amount

of requested RAM will then in practice (assuming all the parallel tasks are similar) be

divided by the amount of cores that is used for the job. This means that reserving 32

GB of RAM for a calculation using 8 cores will result in 4GB of RAM available for

each core. If one would like to have 32 cores in use and the calculation would require
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16 GB of RAM per core in order to run, the computing environment would have to be

able to provide 512 GB of RAM for the user. This is not an impossible figure, but it

does not represent the level that is routinely available to most computational scientists

(at the time of writing).

Quantum chemical methods can also lead to large checkpoint or temporary files, which

need to be stored on a hard disk. The increase in hard disk space has followed a less

famous law of its own, known as the Kryder’s law (Walter, 2005), which states that the

magnetic disk areal storage capacity increases roughly by an order of magnitude every

five years. This has led to a situation where storage space is not often a problem, not

least because increasing storage space can be accomplished by adding more hard disks

without quite the same challenges as with parallel processing. The challenges are mostly

somewhat more practical: heat, space and consumption of electricity. These same

challenges naturally apply to other components, and thus to the actual supercomputers,

as well (Valentini et al., 2013). However, also the rate at which data can be transferred

between different hard disks needs to be taken into account when building large arrays

of hard disks. In order to obtain sufficient read/write speeds, it may be necessary

to use solid state drives (SSDs) instead of traditional hard drives. SSDs also have

other preferable qualities. Due to differences in construction - most notably the lack of

moving parts - they are not only faster, but also produce less heat than traditional hard

drives. In addition, they are often physically smaller than corresponding traditional

hard drives.

All in all, the constant advances made in computer power are of course good news for a

computational scientist - if the present technology is not capable of solving a research

problem within reasonable time, all he has to do is wait. However, mere waiting is

rarely a feasible solution. A better solution would be to use the available resources in an

optimal manner. Such optimization is behind e.g. the complete basis set extrapolation,

density fitting and resolution of the identity techniques. In the density fitting technique,

an (in practice always incomplete) auxiliary basis set is used to describe the electron

density (Baerends et al., 1973). Since the molecular orbitals have features the electron

density does not have, the auxiliary basis set can be smaller than the basis set used to

describe the molecular orbitals. The resolution of the identity (RI) technique, on the

other hand, is a mathematical trick used to transform expensive four- and three-center

integrals into three- and two-center integrals (Kendall and Früchtl, 1997). The RI does

not require the use of an auxiliary basis set. However, the use of such an auxiliary
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basis set can improve the computational efficiency (Klopper, 2004). Since density

fitting schemes may employ RI, these terms are sometimes used interchangeably.

3.3 The promise of quantum computation

By this point it has become clear that solving the Schrödinger equation is a challenge

for conventional computers. The question is, is there some other type of computer

which would be more suitable for electron structure calculations. Since we are dealing

with calculations concerning quantum physical phenomena, this would imply that a

quantum computer might be the solution. As it turns out, a quantum computer does

indeed seem promising. Since quantum computers are outside the scope of this work,

only a few general points will be mentioned. More information on the subject can be

found in the textbook by Nielsen and Chuang (2000) as well as, for example, the review

article by Ladd et al. (2010).

One of the potential advantages that makes quantum computers such an interesting

proposition over classical computers is quantum parallellisation. This means that we

could use one computing core to calculate several values of a function simultaneously as

a superposition of these values. On a classical computer a parallel calculation resulting

in the same set of values would generally require a core per each calculated value (as-

suming that techniques such as hyperthreading cannot be utilized in the calculations).

The larger the amount of values calculated, the greater the theoretical advantage given

by a quantum core. However, the capabilities of any computer are harnessed through

various algorithms. It is thus the speed of the algorithm that in the end determines

how fast the computation is. At present, there are only three classes of quantum

algorithms - although with several possible applications - that provide a performance

increase on quantum computers over classical algorithms on classical computers. These

are the quantum Fourier transform, the quantum search algorithm and the simulation

of systems whose dynamical behaviour is governed by quantum physics (such as the

Schrödinger equation) - the last one being good news for those working with quantum

chemistry. The caveat is that actually writing efficient quantum algorithms is not a

trivial task any more than writing an efficient classical algorithm. Furthermore, while

the calculation itself may be swift, it is a difficult task to extract information from the

calculated quantum state.

In addition to the challenges in performing quantum algorithms, quantum computers
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may need to face the challenge of performing classical algorithms. This challenge

may come in the form of the operating system; as the operating system itself does

not necessarily have to be faster than on a classical system, it may be more sensible

to simulate a classical operating system on a quantum computer than try to code a

quantum operating system.

Due to the theoretical and practical challenges related to quantum computers, it is not

yet at all clear if quantum computers can live up to the promise of being faster than

their classical counterparts.
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4 Review of papers

The conventional, yet not insignificant, computational resources provided by CSC were

taken advantage of in four different projects probing the effect of charge on the first

steps of particle formation.

In Paper I we tried to reproduce the experimentally observed sign preference between

charged tungsten oxide nanoparticles and n-propanol vapor (Winkler et al. 2008)

using DFT. Several different density functionals were employed and the optimized

structures agreed with results obtained by other groups. However, the computational

sign preference was positive, whereas the experimental sign preference was negative.

Possible reasons for this discrepancy were found in both computational results and

experiments, highlighting the challenges in computational science.

In Paper II we investigated magic numbers observed in clusters containing water,

pyridine, ammonia and a proton. As these clusters were quite large, containing roughly

20 water molecules, the use of high-level theory was not possible. Thus, simulations

concentrated on small systems of water, pyridine, ammonia and a proton. The aim

was to use DFT to obtain insight on how the proton, ammonia and pyridine would

behave in the presence of water. The clusters were found to form a core consisting of

ammonium ion and water with the pyridine molecule bonding to the ammonium ion.

In Paper III we calculated the proton affinities and gas phase basicities of several

possible candidates to form atmospheric ions in the boreal forest. The calculations

were performed using the CBS-QB3 method, which was chosen based on benchmark

calculations, and the proton affinity results were compared to values listed in the NIST

WebBook when possible. The agreement with the CBS-QB3 values and the values

listed in the NIST WebBook was good. The generally small differences between the

calculated gas phase basicites and proton affinities implied that the entropy changes

in the protonation reaction were small. The modelled molecules were grouped by

their chemical formulae and the largest calculated proton affinity in each group was

compared to the experimentally observed cation concentrations in the boreal forest.

While information on the sources of the observed cations would have benefitted the

comparison, the largest peaks were concluded to most likely correspond to pyridine and

substituted pyridines. It was also concluded that a combination of low proton affinity

and high observed cation concentration implied a high concentration of neutral parent

molecules in the atmosphere.
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In Paper IV we studied the use of protonated acetone monomers and dimers as

the ionization reagent in a chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time-

of-flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF). We employed quantum chemical methods

to obtain structures, free energies of binding, vibrational frequencies and polarizabili-

ties. We then used the values obtained from quantum chemistry in our cluster kinetics

code ACDC to simulate the ionization of various concentrations of sulphuric acid and

dimethylamine over a 0.2 s period of time. The simulation results showed that the pro-

tonated acetone monomers and dimers successfully charged dimethylamine monomers,

forming mainly clusters with one acetone, one dimethylamine and a proton at dimethy-

lamine concentrations of up to 200 ppt. The simulations also showed that with higher

dimethylamine concentrations, protonated dimethylamine dimers would be the domi-

nant cluster type. Furthermore, the charger ion concentration started to be depleted at

dimethylamine concentrations of over 1000 ppt. This resulted in a ”tail”, which rose

rapidly as the dimethylamine concentration was increased, when the simulation results

were normalized with charger ion concentration. The experimental data did not show

this behavior. Possible reasons for this discrepancy were found in both measurements

and the parameters used in the ACDC code. In addition, the experimental data did

not show signs of the protonated dimethylamine dimers even at high dimethylamine

concentrations. This could indicate fragmentation of clusters within the measurement

device or an underestimation of the measured dimethylamine concentrations. The dis-

crepancies between measurements and simulations need to be studied further before

the CI-APi-TOF is a viable option for measuring dimethylamine using acetone as an

ionization reagent.

Author’s contribution

I am alone responsible for this summary. I have also written the majority of Paper I,

Paper III and Paper IV. In Paper II I was responsible for writing the section depicting

the computational part. I have performed all of the quantum chemical modelling in

Paper I, Paper II and Paper III and a part of the quantum chemical modelling presented

in Paper IV. In Paper IV I also used the ACDC code that was developed in-house.

However, I did not contribute to its development.
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5 Results and discussion

5.1 Sign preference of vapour nucleation on WOx seed parti-

cles

In Chapter 2.1, various differences in the ability to act as nucleation seeds between an-

ions, cations and electrically neutral molecules were briefly discussed, as was the fact

that a result of these differences - the sign preference - has also been observed experi-

mentally by Winkler et al. (2008). In the experiment, negatively charged seed particles

were observed to have a lower onset saturation ratio (the saturation ratio, where nu-

cleation probability is 50%) than positively charged seed particles. This indicated that

there was a negative sign preference between the nucleating substance (n-propanol)

and the tungsten oxide seed particles, as well as the smallest negative ions (obtained

by ionizing ambient air). In principle, the observed sign preference could be modelled

using quantum chemistry methods. However, in our study (Paper I), the binding of

tungsten oxide molecules to n-propanol molecules seemed to favor positively charged

cases. In addition, the size of the tungsten oxide molecule affected the relative order-

ing of the electrically neutral and negatively charged case: for tungsten dioxide the

electrically neutral case was the most weakly bound, for tungsten trioxide and W3O9

the negatively charged case was the most weakly bound.

Starting from possible computational reasons for the aforementioned discrepancy, tung-

sten is a transition metal with 74 electrons per neutral nucleus. As the largest tungsten

oxide molecule that was studied had three tungsten atoms and nine oxygen atoms, us-

ing a very high level of theory was not computationally feasible. On the other hand,

transition metals are somewhat notorious, requiring high accuracy methods for an ac-

curate description of the electron structure due to the possibility of several states with

similar energies. The fact that we were modelling not only neutral molecules but an-

ions and cations as well made the study even more challenging. It may well be that

the DFT methods used were not accurate enough to reproduce the qualitative sign

preference correctly.

Possible reasons for the discrepancy could also be found from the experiment. A tung-

sten oxide generator was used to produce small nanoparticles, which were then observed

and recognized based on their electrical mobility diameter. The electrical mobility di-

ameter was then related to the mass of the particle using Kilpatrick’s relation as well as
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the particle diameter. However, neither the particle diameter nor Kilpatrick’s relation

are without issues (see for example Mäkelä et al., 1996). It also later turned out that

the experimental setup of Winkler et al. suffered from some contaminations originating

from the tubing. Furthermore, unpublished test measurements with another tungsten

oxide generator, performed at the Division of Atmospheric Sciences, Department of

Physics, University of Helsinki, showed no tungsten oxide ions in the positive channel

for particles below 3 nm. While these measurements should not be considered identical

to the measurements performed by Winkler et al., they did indicate that some unex-

pected chemistry involving the positively charged tungsten oxide ions may have been

taking place.

It is impossible to say whether any of the mentioned experimental issues are the real

reason for the discrepancy. In the experiment, it was not essential to know the exact

composition of the seed particles, as it focused on generating and measuring nanometer-

sized particles. However, from the viewpoint of the simulations, not knowing the

composition of the seed particles diminishes the meaningfulness of the comparison.

In order to fully understand the effect different charging states have, we need to study

where the charge is located. Keeping track of the location of extra electrons is less than

straightforward, since in quantum physics the location of an electron is a probability

distribution. Protons, on the other hand, have a large enough mass to exhibit classical

behavior, making them easier to track.

5.2 Formation of protonated water-pyridine-ammonia -clusters

In our study on clusters containing water, pyridine, ammonia and a proton (Paper II),

we found that the amount of water in the cluster affected the location of the proton:

when only one water molecule was present, the proton preferred the pyridine, and when

2-4 water molecules were present, the proton preferred the ammonia. In addition, the

minimum energy geometries favored an efficient solvation of the ammonium molecule.

In other words, for the case of less than four water molecules, a pyridine molecule, an

ammonia molecule and a proton, each of the available water molecules bonded with a

hydrogen of the ammonia molecule. When a fourth water molecule was introduced to

the system, it preferred to bond with another water molecule, thus starting a second

solvation shell.
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We performed a relaxed scan of two different proton transfers: From ammonia to

pyridine and from pyridine to ammonia, with the two cases having a different con-

figuration of three water molecules. This revealed that the type of solvation of the

ammonia molecule affected the possibility of a proton transfer. This piece of infor-

mation is especially important in atmospheric sciences due to the abundance of water

molecules in the atmosphere. Water molecules also present a computational challenge,

since adding even a few water molecules to a cluster increases the amount of possible

conformations by a significant amount.

The experimental part of the paper studied so called magic numbers as well as the

location of charge in protonated clusters containing one ammonia molecule, one pyri-

dine molecule and some water molecules. Although the performed simulations did

not include cluster sizes for which magic numbers were experimentally observed, the

computational results still provided support for experimental results. Previous experi-

mental results (see Ryding et al., 2012, for several references) implied that in a cluster

with a protonated ammonia molecule and 20 water molecules, the protonated ammonia

is situated on the surface of the cluster. In the study presented in Paper II, it was

also concluded that a protonated water cluster with one ammonia and one pyridine

molecule will likely have a protonated ammonia. Both of these findings are in line with

the computational results. Based on the computational results, it is plausible that a

protonated pyridine will donate its proton to an ammonia if the cluster contains more

than one water molecule. Thus, starting from clusters with protonated pyridine and

water and ending up with clusters with protonated ammonia, water and a pyridine

attached to the surface is well within the realm of possibility. This is especially true, if

one thinks of the constant, tiny structural rearrangements due to thermal vibrations.

However, a definitive answer to the question of magic numbers would benefit from

modelling also the larger clusters. Unfortunately the limits of computational resources

rule out the use of more accurate methods for this task. The less accurate methods, in

turn, might not be able to account for the possible proton transfer. In either case, for

a cluster with around 20 molecules the amount of possible cluster geometries means

that finding a global minimum energy geometry would require some systematic and

reliable way of performing conformational sampling reasonably fast.
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5.3 Proton affinities of compounds with atmospheric rele-

vance

The subject of protons was approached from a different perspective in Paper III,

where we calculated the proton affinities and gas phase basicities of several possible

candidates to form atmospheric ions in the boreal forest.

The molecules that were studied were chosen based on mass spectrometer measure-

ments on ambient cations. Even though modern mass spectrometers are able to deter-

mine the mass of an observed molecule quite accurately, they are only able to reveal the

elemental composition of the ion. This is a problem, since several different molecules,

each with different chemical properties, may have exactly the same chemical formula.

This limits the extent to which comparisons can be made. If the exact sources for the

cations or their neutral parent molecules were known, or if there was some information

on their structure, the options could be narrowed down. However, if we know the pro-

ton affinities of all molecules with the same chemical formula, we can still say which

one of them is most likely retaining the charge in the atmosphere. Quantum chemi-

cal calculations of the proton affinities were performed using the CBS-QB3 method,

chosen based on benchmarking calculations performed on a handful of molecules, and

results were compared to values listed in the NIST WebBook when possible. The mod-

elled molecules were then grouped by their chemical formula and the largest calculated

proton affinity in each group was then compared to experimentally observed cation

concentrations in the boreal forest. The CBS-QB3 method proved to provide results

suitably quickly, and those results compared well with previous results when such were

available, with the exception on tropylium cation, whose CBS-QB3 result differed from

the NIST WebBook value by 20 kcal mol−1. The tropylium ion is formed by the

McLafferty rearrangement (McLafferty, 1959) instead of a simple protonation reaction,

which is a likely cause for the discrepancy. However, even though the calculated values

seemed reliable, there was no clear correlation between these proton affinities and the

observed concentrations. This can be at least partially explained by the fact that the

atmospheric cation concentrations do not depend solely on the proton affinity, but also

on the concentration of the neutral parent molecules. In other words, a large cation

concentration can mean that either a noticeably larger fraction of the neutral parent

molecules are charged, or that there are so many more neutral parent molecules around

that even a small charging ratio leads to a large ion concentration. This is why drawing

definite conclusions from the measurement data and the simulations was challenging.
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However, the computational results implied that the change in entropy in the proto-

nation reaction is small. This means the gas phase basicities and proton affinities are

close to each other and the following equilibrium holds at least for cases where the

difference between the proton affinities is several kcal/mol:

[A]

[B]
= e

1
RT

[GB(A)−GB(B)] [HA
+]

[HB+]
≈ e

1
RT

[PA(A)−PA(B)] [HA
+]

[HB+]
(23)

In other words, if the neutral molecule A has a larger proton affinity than the neutral

molecule B, then the concentration of the protonated molecule HA+ will likely be

higher than the concentration of the protonated molecule HB+. If the proton affinities

are very close to each other, the relative concentrations of the neutral molecules will

the reflect the relative concentrations of the protonated molecules. However, if the

neutral molecule A has a smaller proton affinity than the neutral molecule B, yet more

of HA+ is seen in the measurements, then the concentration of neutral molecule A

should be considerably larger than the concentration of B. This seemed to be the

case for pyridine and the few smaller substituted pyridines, when compared with for

example alkyl amines.

5.4 Ion-molecule-cluster reactions in a CI-APi-TOF-instrument

In atmospheric sciences, proton transfer reactions also play a role in measurements, as

mentioned in Chapter 2.1. Thus, we studied the use of protonated acetone dimers and

monomers in a chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass

spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF, see Paper IV). Acetone and ethanol had previously been

used successfully as ionization reagents in a chemical ionization mass spectrometer (Yu

and Lee, 2012). In Paper IV the study concentrated on acetone, which has a higher

selectivity than ethanol due to a higher proton affinity. To test if acetone could be used

as an ionization reagent in a CI-APi-TOF, data provided by quantum chemical calcula-

tions was combined with a cluster kinetics code (ACDC) to simulate an idealized situa-

tion, where a mixture of dimethylamine and sulphuric acid (with varying concentrations

of both) was ionized using protonated acetone dimers and monomers over a 0.2 s pe-

riod of time. The simulation results showed that the protonated acetone monomers and

dimers successfully charged dimethylamine monomers, forming mainly clusters with one

acetone, one dimethylamine and a proton. The simulations also showed that with over
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200 ppt of dimethylamine in the system, the protonated dimethylamine dimer would

become most abundant cluster type. These dimers would be formed through collisions

between the dimethylamine monomers and the clusters with an acetone, a dimethy-

lamine and a proton. The sulphuric acid concentration affected the overall charging

efficiency at low dimethylamine concentrations, but otherwise only had a non-negligible

effect on cluster types containing sulphuric acid. Comparison with measurement data

obtained using a CI-APi-TOF indicated that the protonated dimethylamine dimers

may fragment within the APi, as they were not seen in the measured signal. The

fragmentation would most likely result in a uncharged dimethylamine monomer, which

would not be observed by the mass spectrometer, and a protonated dimethylamine.

Given the relative magnitudes of the observed amounts of these two cluster types, mea-

surement results could underestimate the total dimethylamine concentration by around

20%. If true, this will have an impact on the interpretation of experimental results.

Another discrepancy in the measurement data was the absence of the upward ”tail”

that was seen in the simulations at high (∼ 1000 ppt) dimethylamine concentrations.

The ”tail” is a rapid rise in the ion concentration, normalized with the remaining

charger ion concentration after the ionization, and it is caused by the depletion of the

charger ions. This means the tail is not a mere artefact of the simulation, but should

also be seen in the measurements at some dimethylamine concentration. Thus, pos-

sible explanations for this discrepancy were that the simulated ”tail” is seen at too

low dimethylamine concentrations, or that the dimethylamine concentrations in the

experiment were overestimated. Neither possibility could be ruled out. Although the

quantum chemical data on the proton transfer reactions should be reliable, tuning pa-

rameters like sticking factor could cause the ”tail” to shift to higher dimethylamine

concentrations. We were able to make the agreement between simulations and mea-

surements better by tuning the sticking factor between dimethylamine monomers and

everything else. This could be achieved by using a value of 0.4, which is not an unre-

alistically small value. While there is no clear physical reason for choosing this value

and choosing it only for the dimethylamine monomers, the fact that tuning the sticking

factor has a notable effect may imply that some of the collisions do not lead to the

formation of a cluster in the experiment. On the other hand, the simulations predicted

that the amounts of neutral acetone molecules that were present in the ambient air

used to dilution in the experiments should make the agreement between simulations

and experiments worse. This discrepancy could not be solved by simply tuning the

sticking factor.
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As was stated earlier, an overestimation of the experimental dimethylamine concentra-

tion could also explain the missing ”tail”. The dimethylamine concentrations in the

experiment were estimated based on the rate with which the permeation tube produced

dimethylamine and dilution. Combining this issue with possible wall losses (which were

not included in the simulations), the estimated dimethylamine concentrations could be

many times the actual dimethylamine concentration. However, a difference of several

orders of magnitude is not easily explained by these factors alone. The overall conclu-

sion was that a considerable amount of work is needed to resolve the mismatch between

theory and experiments. Before the discrepancies can be better understood, the CI-

APi-TOF cannot be recommended for dimethylamine measurements with protonated

acetone as the ionization reagent.

The quantum chemical methods used in these studies are listed in Table 1, while Table

2 summarizes shortly the research problems and the obtained results.
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Table 1: The quantum chemical methods used in each paper.

Paper Methods

I Density functional theory (functional/basis set):

BLYP/DZP, RPBE/DZP, TPSSTPSS/SDD, TPSSTPSS/def2-QZVPP

II Semi-empirical methods:

DFTB

Density functional theory (functional/basis set):

B3LYP/6-31G++(2df,2pd)

Wavefunction methods (method/basis set):

RI-MP2-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12

III Multi-step methods:

W1BD, G2, G3, G4, CBS-QB3, CBS-4M, CBS-APNO

IV Density functional theory (functional/basis set):

B3LYP/CBSB7

Wavefunction methods (method/basis set):

RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ

Multi-step methods:

W1BD
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Table 2: A summary of research problems and results.

Paper Summary

I Research problem: Reproducing an experimentally observed sign

preference using computational methods.

Results: Simulations predicted opposite sign preference.

Several possible sources for the discrepancy identified.

II Research problem: Studying the behaviour of ammonia,

pyridine and a proton in the presence of water.

Results: The amount of water molecules affected the preferred place

of the proton. The type of solvation also affected proton transfer.

III Research problem: Calculating the proton affinities of candidates

for ambient cations in the boreal forest. Comparing

the results with experimentally observed concentrations.

Results: The CBS-QB3 proved effective in determining proton

affinities. The obtained proton affinities gave insight

on the experimentally measured concentrations.

IV Research problem: Studying the viability of using

protonated acetone as an ionization reagent in a

CI-APi-TOF. Comparing modelling results with measurements.

Results: Simulations suggest that protonated acetone is a viable

ionization reagent in a CI-APi-TOF. However, there was a

mismatch between the simulated and experimental results.
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6 Conclusions

In the work presented in this thesis, several quantum chemical methods were applied

to several different types of research problems related to charge and the effect it has

on particle formation. While the effect of charge on certain processes and properties

can be measured, simulations of the electron structure of molecules are able to provide

more detailed information on the cause and nature of this effect. This makes quantum

chemical methods an essential tool in understanding the role of charge in atmospheric

processes.

Computational results alone are not enough, however, and need to be validated by

direct comparison with experimental data when possible. Despite advances in experi-

mental methods, computational methods and computational resources, there is still a

gap between systems that can be directly measured and systems that can be modelled

computationally with quantum chemical methods. Closing this gap is likely one of the

most important current challenges in aerosol physics. With the help of codes such as

the ACDC used in the presented work, some overlap between computational and ex-

perimental results is already possible. However, in order to employ quantum chemical

methods for producing free energies and polarizabilities for such codes, a certain mini-

mum level of knowledge is required of the modelled system in order to make meaningful

comparisons between computational and experimental results. This minimum level is

knowing the elemental composition of the molecules under study. In other words, high

accuracy mass spectrometers such as the APi-TOF have a key role in bridging the gap.

Furthermore, computational methods also have an important role in giving insight on

the processes taking place within measurement devices and, by extension, the inter-

pretation of measurement results. This leads to an iterative process where advances in

measurement techniques lead to more accurate modelling, which in turn can result in

a better understanding of the measurement results.

The study on the sign preference in the binding of tungsten oxide to n-propanol (Paper

I) was unsuccessful in reproducing the experimentally observed sign preference. Pos-

sible resons for this discrepancy were found in the experiments as well as the used

computational methods, highlighting the need for better computational resources as

well as more accurate understanding on the processes taking place inside measure-

ment equipment. However, the magnitude of the computationally obtained positive

sign preference implied that the sign of the charge can have a considerable effect on
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new particle formation processes. In addition, the relative ordering of the electrically

neutral and negatively charged case depended on the type of tungsten oxide molecule.

The sensitivity of the behaviour of charge to the specific properties of the modelled

system was also seen in the study of a system with a proton, one pyridine molecule,

one ammonia molecule and up to four water molecules (Paper II). It was found that

with one water molecule attached to the ammonia it was energetically favourable for

the pyridine to be protonated. With two to four water molecules it was energetically

favourable for the ammonia to be protonated despite it having a lower proton affinity

than pyridine. The solvation state of the ammonia molecule was also found to affect

the possibility of proton transfer between the pyridine and ammonia molecules.

In Paper III and Paper IV proton affinity and its practical applications were stud-

ied. Comparison between calculated proton affinities and measured ambient cation

concentrations in the boreal forest (Paper III) implied that pyridine and a few of the

smaller substituted pyridines were more abundant in the ambient air than for example

alkyl amines. In addition, the CBS-QB3 method was found to provide accurate proton

affinities in reasonable time. While proton affinities can also be used for choosing an

ionization reagent to be used in chemical ionization (CI), the computational modelling

of the charging process of a CI-APi-TOF (Paper IV) revealed discrepancies between

modelling results and experimental results, showing that proton affinity alone is not

enough to understand the chemical processes taking place when sample air is charged.

For example, although the charger ions successfully charged the sample in the simu-

lations, the experimentally observed charged cluster types did not show the predicted

presence of protonated dimethylamine dimers. If this discrepancy is due to fragmenta-

tion within the measurement device, it could lead to roughly a 20% underestimation of

ambient dimethylamine concentrations. Further modelling and experiments are needed

to better understand the cause of the discrepancies.

In conclusion, charge plays a complex role in molecular interactions and its behaviour

depends on the system in question. Proton affinities can be useful in identifying ambient

ions and estimating the relative abundancies of their electrically parent molecules in the

ambient air based on the observed cation concentrations. Proton affinitien can also be

useful in choosing an ionization reagent to be used in chemical ionization. While they

can be accurately determined with the help of computational methods, proton affinities

should, however, only be considered qualitative indicators. In other words, they should

not be expected to capture the details of relevant chemical reactions. This is especially
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true in cases where the system consists of more than two molecules and a proton.

In practice each specific system needs to be modelled separately to find out how the

proton behaves. This applies also to the study of the effect of sign preference. Although

present computational resources and modelling tools enable the study of processes

inside measurement equipment, the encountered discrepancies between experimental

and computational results reveal that there is still work to be done before it can be

said that the processes taking place are fully understood. The found discrepancies can,

however, help ask the right questions and thus be used to direct the focus of future

research.
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